ORDER FORM
Please give as much information as you can, this helps us to create a brief that’s you to a tee!
We also ask that you check your text thoroughly for spelling, grammar and punctuation. Love My
Wedding Invites can not be held responsible for errors that have been approved to print.

YOUR DETAILS
Bride’s name:
Groom’s name:
Address:

Delivery address:
(if different from above)

Telephone:
Email:
Date of wedding:

STATIONERY

EXTRAS

Save the date cards

Quantity

Wedding invitations

Day quantity

Evening quantity

RSVP cards

Order of service

Menu cards

Seating plan

Table numbers

Name place cards

Other(s)
(Guest directions/map, favour tags, stickers, thank you cards, guest book, etc.)
Quantities of extras:

Continued overleaf...

DESIGN
Tell us about your
wedding!

Include your colour scheme, ideas or theme. We’d love to know all the finer details and fabulous
plans for your wedding. If you have any visuals you’ve found that help describe what you have in
mind that’s great, send those along too.

Ceremony time:
Ceremony address:

Reception time:
Reception address:

RSVP date:
RSVP method:
(e.g. telephone number,
address or email etc.)

WORDING

Please complete if you’d like to make any suggestions on text - for example ‘together with their
parents’ or ‘Mrs and Mrs Johnson cordially invite’ - please contact us for suggestions on wording we’ll
be happy to help.

Wording:

Continued overleaf...

FINISHING
TOUCHES

Please add any further information or requests regarding your stationery. We want to make sure
everything is perfect for you, so any queries large or small, please just ask, we’ll do our best to help
out in any way we can.

Additional
information:

Where did you
hear about us:

Recommendation

Google

Wedding Blog

Advert

Facebook

Twitter

Other(s)
Thank you for your order. We will be in touch shortly with details of how to pay.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Colours on screen can differ from printed colours, if your stationery is colour critical please order a printed sample first.
Please check, check and check again before you approve your final proof. Any mistakes discovered once printing has begun are the sole responsibility of the client. Love My
Wedding Invites take no responsibility for the costs of reprinting and shipping orders due to any errors that have been approved, nor will a refund be issued.
All images, artwork and design are copyright of Love My Wedding Invites. Purchase of stationery items does not transfer copyright of the design. Reproduction of the design in
part or full is prohibited. Love My Wedding Invites reserves the right to reproduce any of its designs and to use them as advertising, including custom designs. Love My Wedding
Invites reserves the right to add their website address to all printed material A7 and above.
Client information such as last names and contact information will be replaced with placeholder text before use in order to protect the privacy of our clients, unless otherwise
agreed. Love My Wedding Invites will never share or sell your information to any third party, and the information we collect is for the sole purpose of order processing and shipping.
By submitting photographs, poems or hymns etc. to Love My Wedding Invites, to use within your stationery, you are agreeing that you are the copyright holder, or that you have
received permission by the copyright holder to reproduce them.
By placing an order with Love My Wedding Invites you are agreeing to these terms and conditions. Copyright © Love My Wedding Invites 2012

